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"Don't pretend you wanted to correct mistakes in nature. There is no error in nature,
but error is in you. ”Leonardo da Vinci
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But what if deflation will be the problem over a very long period?
It is feared that the exorbitant cash injections by central banks and governments will cause inflation to rise. But what if deflation will be the problem over a very long period?
Never before in history has an already massively over-indebted society and a weakening global economy been artificially
sustainably damaged on the basis of such thin evidence. Supporters of the Corona measures could say that governments will
now do everything possible to repair the damage done and to create transparency. The stock markets were able to recover significantly, large companies and large corporations are enjoying government aid. But where do the small entrepreneurs, seasonal workers and temporary workers stay and what happens to the middle class, should they be burdened with additional taxes,
expropriation, as the SPD and the Left Party demand? It is not for nothing that mountain guide Evelyne Binsack described "solidarity" as the word of the year.
Where in the cycle are we at the moment? And can an over-indebted country still ensure an expansionary economic policy? A
real vicious circle!
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A healthy money system is a prerequisite for a functioning economy with full employment. Consumers and citizens acknowledge this with trust and thereby ensure stability. Of course, the current debt and credit system cannot meet such optimal conditions in the long run. On the contrary, this system is predestined to create cycles in the form of boom phases, exaggerations,
boom but also dreaded downturns, recessions and depressions with accompanying inflation or deflation phases.
The important questions we should ask ourselves now, how long will the recession with the subsequent depression continue, or
would it not be time for an elephant round, in which lateral thinkers as well as proven financial and crypto experts sit at a table,
to create sustainable solutions for the future? There are already solutions such as Flowing Money, Plan B or the QFS Quantum
Finacial System based on gold coverage and blockchain technology.
Of course there are main culprits as well as main profiteers of the current misery, but instead of pointing our fingers only at
these "culprits", we should focus our thoughts and actions on future solutions.
A start would be the will and in my opinion very important, a foundation of an elephant group. I have a few people in focus who
would be suitable for this round and would be considered.
I ask all people who are passively or actively interested in a solution to think about it and to contribute in one way or another
for themselves. It is nothing less than our future and especially that of our descendants.
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https://blog.geopolitical.biz/2020/05/16/corona-das-perfekte-alibi-fuer-betrug/
by Markus Miller
As a specialist and business journalist, I make numerous press inquiries every month. In the past few weeks, I have not received
a single response that does not contain the word "corona" as a reason. Also in the positive context that certain companies are
not directly affected by the corona crisis or even benefit from it. One example is direct banks from Switzerland. Here I was informed that the "main problem" is, for example, the flood of new customers who want to open an account in Switzerland.
The same applies to precious metal traders, as well as to crypto exchanges. However, it is clear that the word "corona" has long
been used for many things that just go wrong somehow or that have gone wrong in the past. Likewise, the coronavirus pandemic is simply used and misused for fraudulent activities.
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Deutsche Bank, Commerzbank & Goldman Sachs Group weekly chart
Since reaching the 50% recovery level, Deutsche Bank AG made further corrections last week. The weekly chart of Commerzbank AG can by no means fall. New lows threaten! However, since this bank is systemically important in Germany, it is likely
that it will not be watched inactive. In this sense, a bear trap could well and easily be used.
Deutsche Bank & Commerzbank AG weekly chart

Goldman Sachs Group shares bounced off the blue resistance zone and white day chart 50% Fibonacci recovery level.
Goldman Sachs Group weekly chart
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DAX & Schweizer SMI Aktien - Index Tages - Charts
The DAX30 is obviously struggling within the blue combat zone. The stock index of the 30 strongest capitalized German groups
bounced off this resistance zone three weeks in a row.
DAX weekly chart

The Swiss SMI share index is also struggling in this blue battle zone and has so far bounced moderately.
Swiss SMI in weekly chart
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EURCHF; Weekly chart analysis
It's a tragedy how the euro has been developing into the Swiss franc for 19 weeks. Since the beginning of the year and breakthrough below the uptrend line, the weekly chart has given us a technical warning. Certain market participants have misjudged
the situation by thinking that the SNB Swiss National Bank will support the euro. Obviously, she had only done this timidly, since
she has had multi-billion euros in her books for a long time. EURCHF in weekly chart

US markets; Weekly charts; Video in real time from the last Friday afternoon
Only the Nasdaq was able to mark a new weekly intermediate high. All other American stock indexes have struggled to progress
at or within the blue resistance zone.
Nasdaq, Russel 2000, S & P500 & Dow Jones weekly chart
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Here in my video, in real time on the last Friday afternoon, I discuss the course of the share price and the prospects of the gold
ounce and the Dow Jones Index https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=31TdAvgwoH4

Bitcoin, dollar index, EURUSD & gold / silver charts
After the last weekend, the bitcoin opened at my broker with a large price gap of over 1,200 dollars downwards. From the black
daily chart correction level of 50%, the bitcoin could then move up again and recover through the tailwind of the halving, until a
correction started again just below the last trend high.
Bitcoin in dollars; in the 4 hour chart
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The dollar index rose first in the past week, then corrected to the H4 IKH support cloud (left 4 hour chart) and rebounded bullishly from this cloud.
Dollar index on the H4, daily and weekly charts

The euro against the US dollar again moved sideways due to low volatility below the daily IKH resistance cloud. Below the daily
IKH resistance cloud and especially below the 62.5% recovery level at 1.11746, the price is to be interpreted bearishly.
EURUSD on the daily chart
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Gold in dollars was pushed off the IKH support cloud 9 weeks ago. Here you can see my video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=31TdAvgwoH4 where I also discuss the gold ounce in the weekly chart. As long as the price is above the
weekly IKH support cloud, it is possible that the gold ounce could reach further expansion levels. However, it should also be
noted at the moment that the price indicates overbought tendencies and a correction could soon start.
Gold / ounce in dollars; Weekly chart

Is there a bullish flag forming below the daily IKH resistance cloud at the silver ounce in dollars was the question in the last
issue. In fact, the bullish breakout came! In retrospect, you are even smarter.
Silver ounce in dollars a week chart
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